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Kettlebells have been around for centuries, but its only in recent years that the all-in-one handheld gym has
taken the fitness world by storm. In 2011 alone, nearly 47 million Americans used some form of hand

weights, and the popularity of kettlebells continues to rise thanks to the way they help improve strength,
endurance, coordination, and balance. Few people are more knowledgeable about the benefits of kettlebell
use than Steve Cotter. A leading kettlebell expert, martial artist, and certified strength and conditioning

specialist, Cotter has trained professional football teams, Navy SEALs, and the United States Marine Corps.
After providing instruction on kettlebell training to fitness, strength, and conditioning professionals in more

than 40 countries, he shares his expertise in this authoritative resource featuring over XX exercises.

overall fitness progress. And because the weight can swing in relation to the handle simply handling
kettlebells works your core extra hard. Kettlebell workouts offer all the benefits of dumbbell training with the
added advantage that the superthick handles challenge your grip. Each of the 95 exercises is accompanied by

stepbystep instruction detailed photo sequences and training tipsinstantly.
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So please do not take the below kettle bell workouts as a complete program just a guide to the different types
of workout formats available. One of the best kettlebell workouts for beginners is a bona fide calorie burner
which. As a young father my wife and I had our first daughter in 1998 and entrepreneur I started my personal

training business in 2001 I needed a way to stay strong lean and athletic but that didnt require the same
amount of time commitment as traditional gym training did. Youll learn how to exercise safely and efficiently

to maximize results. All you need is this plan a kettlebell and the. Its wellknown that compound whole.
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Kettlebell Training Zone At Perform Better we know Kettlebell Training Kettlebells are an awesome
functional training tool. Kettlebell training originates from Russian farmers who used the weights known as
girya as a counterbalance when measuring crops. Shop a wide selection of kettlebells at Amazon.com. 4

kettlebell exercises that will give you a totalbody workout. Most of all kettlebells are versatile. From deadlifts
to swings to cleans these kettlebell exercises will strengthen every muscle from head to.
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